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(What follows is intended for those who would understand and apply the science of cosmic cycles applied from the teachings of the Ascended 

Masters of the Great White Brotherhood (of Light) as given through their Messengers, Mark and Elizabeth Clare Prophet and applied using the 
science of the cosmic clock and astrology.  I have followed as faithfully as I can the direct application and translation of the cycles as given, 

understanding it is karma making to interpret.  I have taken the Master's dictations to the altar and sat under my Christ Self and the Masters who 

tutor my soul and have applied these cycles in my own world for the purpose for which they are given, to save my soul.  What follows is the 
product of the cycles as given by the Masters and as applied and understood in the meditation of my heart with the hearts of Mother, my Guru, 

Saint Germain, Kuthumi, and Maitreya.  I have followed and applied this science for years.  I have been compelled to share these with you.  I 

have applied the science of light and the cosmic clock with my understanding of esoteric and mundane astrology to translate the hand writing on 
the wall of returning karma and to walk the Path of Initiation home. The light flushes out the darkness.  The methodology of this applied science 

is not given here, but the inquiring mind may understand.  The methodology will be given separately at a later date as new age astrology of the 

initiate for the soul’s odyssey of the return home. It is my intention and purpose that you sit under your own vine and fig tree and use the material 
here and study the Masters teachings referenced here to enter into a dialogue with your God Presence and be God taught so as to acquire God's 

gifts of the Holy Spirit of Knowledge and Understanding, Discernment, and Interpretation of Tongues.  Your Christ Self is your teacher.  What 

truth lies here is only of value to you if it sets your heart to vibrate as two tuning forks that come into contact.  The Truth will set you free.  Your 
Christ Self is Truth. Seek and you will find. 

 What follows is for your intercession on behalf of mankind for the saving of souls and your ascension in the light.) 

 

 

Preface:    Looking Ahead to the End of the Year: The Challenges We Face. 

 

 In cosmic time we have arrived at the end of the age of the fishermen, the Age of Pisces.  

This is the time Jesus foretold when his Kingdom would come in the earth. Jesus died upon the 

cosmic cross of white fire in spirit, while in matter, upon the cross of Golgotha to wipe out death, 

the last enemy.  He fulfilled the requirement of the law.  He sacrificed his Christ attainment upon 

the cross, that Man might live.  He gave mankind an extended 2000 years to become Christ, in 

the 1st Resurrection, the second coming in man.  Mankind was to have been like him, and seeing 

him come, welcome him 2000 years ago, as the prophesied Messiah.  Instead they rejected him 

preferring to idolize the fallen angels whom they chose over Christ to rule them.  They choose to 

consciously follow the Nephilim and the Watchers and to believe their lies.  The lie that God sent 

his Son, Jesus to wipe out sin, forever, that he died for your sins and no matter what you do, 

think, feel, or believe, if you believe on him you are saved and will be welcomed in heaven. This 

is the lie; it is the foundation of Antichrist and the cornerstone of their anti-church with its anti-

apostles and false pastors.  The end of this is death, the second death.  The cancelling out of the 

soul and its self-created identity, her dweller-on-the-threshold. This is the battle of Armageddon 

for your soul with Saints of Heaven and the Princes of the Earth vying for your soul. 

 

 We are told that we are to come to winter solstice with the offering of the harvest of our 

talents, with oil in our lamps as the fruits of our vines, the harvest of 2019, which is to say the 

accumulation of this year, this lifetime and of all lifetimes, of our soul’s attainment in Christ, as 

the bride of Christ.  We lay this offering upon the altar as did Abel and Cain, and as did 

Abraham.  You know the stories; you know the outcomes.  This is the concluding story of 2019.  

This is the offering upon the altar of our being. 

 

 

Years End: Final Tests of the Year 2019 

  

What do we bring to this winter’s solstice?  2019 is defined by the chart of winter solstice 

2018, December 21st, 2018.  See chart on page 2.  On that date, the Sun was conjunct the 

Watchers for the third year in a row at winter solstice. Also, Pluto was conjunct the Part of 

Fortune and Pluto was exactly conjunct Guru Ma’s descendant, the Guru chela relationship in 
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the solstice seventh house second decant.  2019 is the testing of our souls as to who would come 

to winter solstice 2019 with the harvest of the declaration of independence from their dweller 

and stand on Mother’s descendant as the faithful chela having slain their dweller. Practically 

speaking what does this mean?  

 

In 2019 we stand on Mother’s descendant with our dwellers at the Y in the road that 

began in 2018 when the Sun entered Taurus.  We face the choice that Hamlet faced to see with 

the eyes of the secret chamber of the eight petaled heart chakra or with the outer eyes and the 

twelve petaled heart filled with 

fear and the darkness of our 

ambition, that hardness of heart, 

the salts of the ego, the calcified 

heart.  This is the initiation of 

the heart on the path of 

personal Christhood, both of 

these cosmic cycles are in Leo 

in 2019 in the 32nd year to clear 

the heart of the ignorance of 

the hatred of the Guru, in the 

subconscious accrued down 

through the ages.  So that when 

the cycle of the Path of Personal 

Christhood changed on 

November 1st, 2019 onto the 

eight o’clock line in Virgo and 

the cycle of the initiation of our 

eight petaled heart chakra 

moves into Virgo in the 33rd 

year on February 21st, 2020 we 

will willingly face our dweller 

that stands before the Divine 

Mother and her Daughter giving 

birth to Christ within our Hearts 

as we stand upon the mountain 

of Maitreya in Capricorn at the 

Y in the road and slay the 

dweller. 

 

 We stand in the concluding days of the year 2019, standing in the shoes of Hamlet in the 

dark night of the spirit for some and the dark night of the soul for others.  We are taught that 

those who have balanced 51% of their karma enter the dark night of the soul to face their 

dweller, the personality and identity of their not self, their egos and must choose to walk the 

inner path of the inner heart or remain in the outer and face their dweller, who comes to devour 

our Christ self, that the soul has rejected. Those who slay their dweller or who call upon the Lord 

to bind their dweller, as taught by Maitreya, become the Christ in service to the Guru in Virgo in 

Chart governing 2019 
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the 33rd year.  Whereas, those who have stood upon the mountain with Maitreya and the scarlet 

beast in 2019, as God gathers the fallen ones to Capricorn for the coming of the Lord, and are 

standing at the Y in the road and choose as did Hamlet to bow to their dweller, rejecting 

Maitreya, have begun the dark night of their spirits. The latter are cut off from God until the 

second resurrection, they will be, we are told, sealed in hell for the next 1000 years as foretold in 

Revelations 20:5. 

 

 Saint Germain taught us that in 1989 the dark night of the soul began, to be followed 

immediately by the dark night of the spirit.  The dark night of our soul is the return of our karma, 

to face the conscious identity of our karma we call the personality of the soul, our dweller on the 

threshold of consciousness.  The dark night of the spirit is to stand alone in the outer, all one on 

the inner and slay the dweller or become the dweller and be cast out of the mystery school, the 

Garden of Eden, America, again. 

 

 All are choosing in 2019 where they will stand in 2020, on the mountain with Maitreya.   

We are preparing to play our roles to fulfill our destinies in casting out the serpent on the East 

Gate that we call the Dragon over America.  This is the very Dragon that stands before the 

Divine Mother to devour the Christ self of the I AM race.  Here is how 2019 is ending.  These 

are our final tests that will determine where we stand at winter solstice to bring in the new 

year.   

 

➢        Psyche (the Watchers) enters Capricorn  

 

on November 17th, 2019 in the 3rd decant 6th 

house on the 7th house cusp. The soul is called 

to renunciate the leadership of the Watchers 

and follow the Masters.  We are given the 

simple choice in the 6th house; follow the 

Masters and their standards or follow 

individuals that claim to lead by policy in the 

7th house cusp.  We are given the choice follow 

God, the inner man or individuals who have 

power within organizations.  Some are 

following the inner path; others are following 

outer dominant egos within organizations. 

Revelations chapter 20:4-5 
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➢       Venus (chelas) enters Capricorn on November 25th, 2019 at 7:28 pm ET in the 2nd 

decant 6th house, to learn from her experiences in dealing with those who prefer to follow 

people instead of sitting under their own vine and fig tree and being God taught by the 

Masters. Venus is conjunct the Watchers at 0 Capricorn, a 12-minute orb. The Sun is 

conjunct the US natal nadir at 3 Sagittarius in the 5th house 3rd decant, ambition.  Venus is 

called to choose between devotion to the flame or her devotion to ambition within the 

organization, the first decant of Capricorn. The ascendant is conjunct US conceptual Sun at 

13 Cancer as the soul is called to stand on the ascendant and receive her Holy Christ Self or 

wear the mask of the personality of the synthetic self and carnal mind.  Mars is conjunct the 

Nephilim and Abaddon 

in the 5th house 1st 

decant to take to 

himself the rulership of 

this nation and church 

and her people. The 

people desire power as 

did Rich Richards over 

being a teacher, a 

World Teacher.  The 

price to pay is the 

betrayal of Saint 

Germain.  All are given 

the choice to work 

while we have the light 

to build the foundation 

of the Golden Age or to 

take freedom, freely 

given and use it to take 

control of the 

Organization and the 

Nation.  All stand on 

the mountain with 

Satan and Maitreya and 

decide who rules and 

how we will rule.  All 

are being tested and 

writing their future. As 

you sow, so shall you 

reap, Revelations 20:4-

5.      
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➢      Venus is exactly conjunct the Watchers, who caused her to leave off Maitreya and 

depart the mystery school on November 25th, 2019 at 11:20 pm ET.  This occurs 4 hours after 

Venus enters Capricorn.  Venus must choose whom she follows as she stands at the Y in the 

road on the mountain with Maitreya to slay her dweller or her Christ self and the Guru.  See 

Mother’s lecture to staff, “To Kill a Mocking Bird: or 100 ways to kill the Messenger”.  All 

are choosing whether to move on in Maitreya’s mystery school or be “Left Behind”. See 

Revelations 18:4 and 20:4-5.  The soul must decide to fulfill her responsibility to use the 

teachings and the gifts the 

Masters have given us and be 

faithful in loving obedience to 

the Guru and the law.  Failing 

to do so having accommodated 

(Uranus) the opportunity given 

us in CUT and USA, rebel 

against our sponsoring Masters 

and play out our drama as 

pawns of Apollyon called 

Abaddon, triggered by Mars, 

our unloving boy child.  All 

because of our unwashed debts 

to the masters thereby taking 

the Left Handed Path because 

we are compelled to defend 

Abaddon and the clock of 

betrayers.  The soul faces her 

mood momentums that are her 

attachments to substance, of 

material and of self instead of 

facing and slaying her dweller 

at 27 Scorpio.  It is here that 

Mother prophesied that we 

would face our dweller having 

become the Christ or our 

dweller would destroy the 

church and the nation, both at 10 Taurus within a 1-minute orb.  See Sun Moon at 27 Scorpio 

and 3 Sagittarius.  Slaying the dweller is our debt to Saint Germain to defend this nation and 

its dispensation to give birth to Christ in her people, by the birth of Christ in you.  Venus is 

conjunct the Watcher(s) in the 1st decant of the 5th house within the organization.  This 

defines the ability to organize the people (KOF) to achieve the Divine Plan because they rule 

themselves, under Christ or rejecting Christ to rule over others and the Organization they 

submit to the rule of Antichrist which will not allow them to organize themselves because of 

the threat that poses.  We are determining our future by the decisions and actions we take in 

2019.  We will reap what we have sown.  Mother teaches that we are what we think.  We 

become what we have thought.       
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➢       On November 29th, 2019 the Dragon (tail) conjuncts Mother’s chelas at 9 CAP 57 in 

the 3rd decant of the 11th house, the repression of the Christ in the chela by the soul’s 

personality of her dweller, the synthetic self.  Venus the chela must stand on the midpoint 

between the attack of the Serpent become the Dragon in 2019 as taught by Mother in the The 

Enemy Within and choose either the Watcher behind her fall from grace, in Maitreya’s 

Mystery School (Eden) or the Guru.  We have the choice to follow the way of initiation or 

the lie of the serpent mind, the carnal mind and all its promises.  We stand in 2019 in 

Maitreya’s mystery school 

to face our decision made in 

the original mystery school, 

the Garden of Eden.  The 

same people, the same logic, 

the same decision point, 

Gregg Braden calls it “Zero 

Point”.  Yet here we stand, 

and the church is divided.  

Jesus taught John the 

Beloved the Book of 

Revelations because in the 

end time, our time 2019 we 

would be divided into 

SEVEN churches or states 

of mental defiance and 

rebellion, one for each of the 

seven rays.  These are the 

lost sheep amongst the 

wolves in sheep’s clothing 

in our midst.  These are the 

seven messages to the KOF 

and American Patriots to 

leave off our idolatry having 

squandered our inheritance, 

bend the knee in the 

Capricorn cycle that is upon 

us and come apart and 

return to our Father’s 

mansions, as the Prodigal Sons and Daughters.   

 

To the Remnant of the Faithful who stand on the North Gate keeping the White Cube of 

the Church Universal and Triumphant and the faithful chelas of Guru MA on the South Gate 

who with the Woman and her Manchild keep the mystery school in the community of the 

Holy Spirit is given the seven promises of redemption and salvation.  Hold fast till I come, 

saith the Lord.  Mother promised she would return.  Revelations promises that the Prophets 

will return.  The Seven Archangels in The Vials of the Seven Last Plagues prophesize that 

Mother will return.      
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➢         The Guru, Jupiter, enters Capricorn on December 2nd, 2019.   The Guru represents the 

entire spirit of the Great White Brotherhood, and the Hierarchy of the Ruby Ray.  The Guru 

comes to face all who have gathered in Capricorn, having taken God’s Power to themselves.  

They who have usurped the office of the Hierarchies of the Ruby Ray and subverted the 

authority of its rightful holders of these offices in America and the nations and in the Church.  

These are they who have gathered together intent on taking heaven by storm, if they could.  

They are referred to in the bible as the unjust stewards.  You know them by their words and 

by their works.  God has put into their hearts (Revelation 17:17) to do his will so that all that 

is written will come to pass. 

 

 The midheaven is at 29 

Sagittarius and Jupiter is 

conjunct the Watchers at 0 

Capricorn, a 22-minute orb.  

God Victory by illumination’s 

flame is the means the Guru 

will use to enlighten the people 

to elect leaders whom they will 

follow to rally to the Gurus.  

Illumination’s flame will reveal 

to Venus the state of 

consciousness, those bad habit 

patterns and mood momentums 

that are at the root of the 

chela’s failing their initiations.  

Venus is conjunct the Dragons 

tail that is poised to devour the 

Christ in the chela, as foretold 

of old. The Dragon (Serpent) 

stands before the Divine 

Mother giving birth to the 

Christ as soon as it is born.  

Mother’s Mars is at 9 

Capricorn 57 within a 10-

minute orb of the Dragon in the 

2nd decant of the 10th house, 

martyrdom. The initiation is the 

14 tests of the crucifixion as the Christ of the chelas fastens himself to the cross, the cosmic 

cross of white fire for the judgment.  The soul stands at 10 Cancer on the Dragon’s head 

beneath her feet in the fulfillment of the prophecy of the book of Revelations, to crush the 

serpents head. 

 

 The 2nd house cusp is 10 Taurus; conjunct the Church Universal and Triumphant’s Sun 

and America’s Sun.  The 2nd house rules our money supply, the light of the people, the 
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finances of the Organization and the nation.  We are to use the wealth of the people, their 

tithe and taxes to pay our debts to Saint Germain hierarch of Aquarius and America and 

sponsor of freedom and America’s technology.  We are to use these resources, while we still 

can, to counter the lies and propaganda of those who have accommodated Saint Germain in 

our Church and our nation, those who have out pictured the electronic belt of Uranus and 

threaten to destroy America as they did Maldek (at 14 Taurus) because they rejected the love 

of the Divine Mother to forgive them their sins and use the Omega return to balance every jot 

and tittle of their karmic debt.  Instead of paying their debt in Scorpio and the 8th house by 

cutting their ties to the false hierarchy of the Nephilim on planet Earth they have defended 

Abaddon and rallied to him and now stand with the king of the locusts out of the pit to make 

war against the Lamb and his faithful.  Mars is midpoint between Uranus and Vesta 

(Maldek).  That is to say Mars is in opposition or polarity to the midpoint.  Mars is come to 

take by force of aggression the resources of the people in the Church and the Nation.  They 

have come to take heaven by storm.  This is the intent now emerging from the unconscious in 

Scorpio into the subconscious.  The hand writing is upon the wall.  Forewarned is to be 

forearmed. 

 

 For this purpose, the Guru is come to deliver the judgment of the Father upon the unjust 

stewards in the Church and State. 
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➢          Venus takes the Dragon by its tail on December 3rd, 2019 as she conjuncts the Dragon 

the day after the Guru enters Capricorn.  Venus is conjunct Mother’s Mars, her chelas, within 

a 13-minute orb to take the Dragon by the tail and demonstrate her mastery.  The chela calls 

upon the Lord, the Gurus, the Ascended Masters of the Great White Brotherhood that we call 

the ascended saints in heaven, to bind the Dragon over America and the Church that stands 

before the Divine Mother giving birth to Christ in you and me.  We are called to demonstrate 

that the Dragon has no hold over the soul as past habits and momentums. We are required to 

do this before it can be cast into the lake of sacred fire on the God Star, Sirius.  This test 

takes place on the third house cusp at 13 Cancer conjunct the US conceptual Sun conjunct 

Sirius at conception.  The soul stands at 9 Cancer in the 3rd decant of the 2nd house, master of 

her ship (mastership) over all possessiveness, Kuthumi calls attachment to substance, 

material and of self, in the 3rd decant of the 8th house where Venus takes the Dragon by the 

tail with the attainment, she has won by the fall of 2019.  By her attainment she fulfills her 

responsibility to our Gurus who 

are conjunct the Watchers in the 

2nd decant of the 8th house.  By 

fulfilling her responsibility to her 

Guru(s) the soul pays her debts to 

the Guru who comes to bind the 

Watcher who was the one who 

drew the soul from the Garden of 

Eden, from the Guru.  Now the 

soul and her Guru are ready to 

face the Dragon and the Watchers 

the following day, December 4th, 

2019. 

 

 Fulfilling this responsibility to 

life and to our Guru(s) is the 

requirement of the law in order to 

defeat those who have taken 

heaven by storm, the unjust 

stewards in the 6th house.  The 

messenger of the Sun, Mercury at 

22 Scorpio tells us that we must 

master possessiveness 

(attachment) the substance of the 

ego and its pride and renunciate 

all the passions of those who are 

infatuated with self-love in 

Scorpio.  These are they who out 

picture Mars conjunct Apollyon, the locusts who rally to their king, Abaddon and go to war 

with the Lamb to fulfill the imaginations of their hearts.  Amitabha tells us they are poisoned 

by the perceptions of their personalities.  Mother teaches us that this is the personality of the 

dweller on the threshold of consciousness. 
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➢        Venus arrives 4 hours later on December 3rd to conjunct Mother’s Mars, her chelas at 

8:10 pm.  The soul of the chela must pay her debts to her Guru, before the Guru conjuncts the 

Watchers and the one responsible for the soul’s departure from the mystery school (Garden 

of Eden and today in Maitreya’s Mystery School in the Community of the Holy Spirit, the 

Western Shambala.)  Many have been called but few are chosen who will pay their debts to 

return to the mystery school and the ascension.  Many more are self-deluded by their self-

love. 

 

 Venus must be able 

to learn from her 

experiences having 

conjunct the Dragon and 

taken it up by the tail to 

pass her initiations in the 

Alpha cycle on the 

Omega return as Mother 

taught us in her July 4th 

Address in 1993 

following the Seven 

Elohim’s dispensation 

regarding our dwellers 

and the mega-

conjunction in Capricorn 

in January 1994.  Mother 

taught us that her chelas 

(her Mars at 9 Capricorn 

57 minutes) fail their 

initiations in the Alpha 

cycle.  This is important 

because the initiate must 

stand in Capricorn and 

precede the Guru to 

confront all gathered in 

Capricorn to devour our 

Church and our Nation.  

This is an inner initiation 

of the secret chamber of 

the heart where we are called to demonstrate our Christ mastery by attainment on the five 

secret rays.  We stand on the mountain in Capricorn in the 32nd year in Leo in the 4th year of 

our inner initiations within the secret chamber of our hearts having prepared to meet these 

challenges in the fall of 2019. 
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➢         The Guru, Jupiter, confronts the Watchers.  Jupiter conjuncts the Watchers at 0 

Capricorn 25 minutes in the 3rd decant of the 11th house, repression.  The Watchers deny the 

Christ in themselves and in the initiates, they deny the office and authority of the Guru, even 

the Hierarchy of the Ruby Ray.  This is the sin against the Holy Spirit of our God.  The Guru 

represents to man, our God the Mighty I AM Presence. 

 

 The Sun represents the 

Father in the SON and 

Kuthumi teaches us that we 

are our SUN when we are 

the SON, our Christ Self.  

The Sun is at 12 Sagittarius 

in the 1st decant of the 11th 

house, the originality of our 

soul’s blueprint, made in the 

image and likeness of God, 

our SUN. 

 

 The messenger of the 

Sun comes to the stewards, 

the chelas, and reminds them 

of the Father’s will. The soul 

is reminded of their origins 

in God made in heaven.  The 

soul now must choose 

between that origin and the 

origin of their fall from 

grace.  This choice is the 

choice between obeying the 

messenger of our Sun, our 

Guru Jupiter, Guru Ma and 

the Watcher who is tied to 

the origin of our fall from the 

mystery school.  We stand at 

0 Capricorn 25 minutes and 

must choose between the Guru and the Watcher who denies the spirit of our God, our origins 

in God, and our bond to our Guru.  We stand on the mountain with Maitreya and Satans and 

must choose whom we will cast out.  No choice is the choice of silence of denying our God.  

What we choose, our Guru will ratify by the power of Heaven.  Now is the hour to cast out 

the ties to that one…he was instrumental in our fall from heaven.  He is tied to that Wicked 

One in the Middle East who is tied to that one in the Matter Universe, now in the 36th year, of 

our soul’s final declaration of independence from these fallen ones. 
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➢          On December 11th, 2019 Venus conjuncts Saturn at 19 Capricorn 4 minutes.  Venus, 

the faithful chela who has strived to assimilate the Teacher and the teachings, stands in the 

initiation of God Power to demonstrate her mastery of her ship (her mastership) of LIGHT, 

that she will not squander it, giving it to the Satans and her own personality, her dweller, 

Pluto.  The initiate must stand in the Odyssey of her soul as Odysseus the master of his ship 

and crew in Capricorn and keep the eye on the goal of getting home and sacrifice the will 

(volition) of the personality in Sagittarius for the Sun, her SON, in the face of all the lies and 

propaganda in the 3rd decant of the 1st house occupied by our Sun. 

 

 The initiate must face the Satans in our midst and cast out Satan as Jesus did with Peter.  

As Mara’s daughters tried with Siddhartha.  They will tempt you with materialism, Kuthumi 

teaches, material substance or substance of self, the vanity of your ego.  They will offer you 

position and standing in the Community or a job in government.  It is a buy-out.  An offer to 

sell out the Guru Jupiter who stands at the GALACTIC CENTER, 1 Capricorn conjunct the 

black hole at the center of the Galaxy.  The Guru stands poised to bind the tie to your soul by 

the chain of false hierarchy that has kept your soul in bondage since your fall from heaven 

(EDEN).  For some this has been 2 million years as with Mother, for others less and for the 

Fourth Root Race, the remnant it has been at least a half a million years.  The Guru is waiting 

your decision which way you will go, by your own free will. 

 

 You stand on the Part of Your Fortune at 0 Gemini on the 5 o’clock line of God Wisdom, 

at the turning point in your path home, the decision point. You stand in the 1st decant of 

Gemini, in listening grace of your soul’s intuition and your mind is one pointed, or you stand 

dual minded possessive of your relationships to others not your Christ Self and your Guru 

and are willing to betray your Guru for promised power to rule the organization and the 

nation, as you stand on the mountain in Capricorn with Maitreya and Satans, in exact 

conjunction. 

 

 You are facing that which is within you, your subconscious at the nadir, 1 Pisces, your 

personality of your dweller, the Black Moon Lilith.  Your personality, as yet unchallenged 

now confronts you, the faithful chela of Mother at 9 Pisces, Mother’s Venus, her chelas who 

have assimilated her and the path.  Now the soul faces that remnant of her personality. Lilith 

that wants to do it her way.  This is the part of the soul, yet unredeemed, that still believes the 

lie of the Serpent in the Garden of Eden that down through the ages has now evolved, Mother 

tells us, to become the Dragon of Revelations, our dweller that still competes with Maitreya 

for your loyalty and loving obedience.  Lilith is in the 1st decant of the 4th house, she 

embodies your untransmuted desires, your mood momentums, your attachments to material 

substance and your vanity, as taught by Kuthumi.  These must be challenged now, by casting 

your Ruby Ray Anchor into the Ascended Masters octave and calling upon the Lord to arc 

the light into the unredeemed energy veil to consume all desire and sense of separation from 

God (Lilith) and Guru Ma.  This must be done before it manifests as strong illusion in 

Neptune and you become an electrode of the collective consciousness of group think and co-

dependency of this generation who have swallowed the lie of materialism and its dialectical 

belief that hu-man can take dominion over the earth, in the 4th house. 
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➢       The last test of the year before we are sealed in the victory at Winter Solstice is Venus 

conjunct Pluto.  Venus, the faithful chela, conjuncts her dweller on December 13th, 2019.  

Venus has taken all her experiences on her journey to and now through Capricorn and by the 

sum of who she has become, what she has thought, she now faces her dweller standing at the 

Y in the road upon the mountain with Maitreya. 

 

 The soul stands at 21 Capricorn 48 minutes in the 2nd decant of the 12th house facing the 

initiation of sacrificing herself, her personality, by casting herself upon the rock of Christ and 

leaping into the arms of the Guru in the secret chamber of the heart.  She stands in the 3rd 

decant of Capricorn, idealism, and trusts in the Guru and the teachings which she understands 

by the grace of the Holy 

Spirit.  The soul is ready to 

slay the dweller.  She does 

not fear or tremble but 

speaks the FIAT of the I 

AM Presence.  She stands 

in her SUN as the SON 

and speaks the Word 

Incarnate, affirming the 

original blueprint in the 1st 

decant of the 11th house 

and claims her victory over 

her dweller, like 

Siddhartha, Mara flees. 

 

 The soul stands on her 

North Node in the 1st 

decant of Cancer (Mood 

Momentums) in the 3rd 

decant of the 5th house, 

ambition, and casts out the 

Dragon, that old Serpent 

and his lie that we can 

build a better mouse trap, a 

better civilization. 

 

 A lot is going to 

transpire between now and the 

end of the year, at winter 

solstice.  It will define who we 

are.  It will determine what God can provide the Masters in terms of dispensations and light to 

meet the challenges of Jupiter the Guru delivering the judgment to the nations. It will determine 

what God can do for the lightbearers as he tears down the nations and the churches to their 

foundations in the coming year and in the years to come. 
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18. Lord Maitreya The Dilemma of the Soul in the Evolutionary Cosmos. A Message on the  

 Dark Cycle and the Light Cycle in Capricorn from the Eternal Chain of Hierarchy. POW 

 Vol 24 #26. 

 

19. Lord Maitreya, “The Lord of the World’s Path of the Six-Pointed Star, Taking the Hand 

of Maitreya’s Messenger.” Teachings from the Mystery School # XIII. POW Vol 29 # 22 

Part a 

 

20. Lord Maitreya, “Self-Determination in the Real Self.” Teachings from the Mystery 

School # XIV. POW Vol 29 # 23 Part b 

 

 

21. Sanat Kumara, The Opening of the Seventh Seal. XXIX   Seven Initiations of the Saints  

 Who Follow the Lamb. POW Vol 22 #41. 

 

     22. Maha Chohan, The Mandate of the Holy Spirit, Loves Testing of a Planet and a People.  

 POW Vol 31 # 29. 

 

     23. Beloved Helios, The Judgment of the Power Elite. A Mighty Scepter of the Trinity in the  

 Hand of the Holy Christ Self. POW Vol 34 # 40. 

 

     24. References to the Backlash: Pearls 

  volume 4 number 30 El Morya 

  volume 15 number 35 Mother Mary, "it is the hour of victory for those who are  

       ready to draw forth the light and challenge  

       the tale of the great Dragon... the tail of  

       man's own carnality". 

  volume 24 number 51-Gautama Buddha, "study the backlash of the Dragon's tail" 

  volume 28 number 26-the Messenger, "... but really do not focus on an issue and  

     wrestle with it... you feel the backlash, you know you have  

     aroused those serpents. And they start attacking.... you start 

     shying away from those decrees... Keepers of Flame, you  

     must go after them! Whatever the cost... 
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  volume 29 number 23 footnote 3 Kuthumi speaks of Gemini Sagittarius  

misqualified as envy and jealousy become revenge and 

retaliation…the backlash against the lightbearers as 

returning karma. The momentum of revenge of the falled 

ones unleashed. 

 

  volume 29 number 10- Sanat Kumara, "the light does increase. The darkness is  

     uncovered. As quickly as the gross darkness, and the force  

     of the anti-mind that you feel, is come upon you, recognize  

     it as a chemical aviation or backlash, the result of your  

     work rush to send it into the stream of cosmic light   

     descending". 

 

Vol 27 No. 29 Beloved Serapis Bey published June 3, 1984, Dictated April 8, 1984. 

• 33-year spiral of ascension’s flame in heart of Mother and 

Mystical Body and the Church.  The flame is for the testing and the 

trying of the nations.  Raise up one spiral a year…a dispensation. 

• Jesus taken down off the cross with MA and the chelas. 

• Conqueror fear (Pisces and Saturn) in sub conscious, an illusion to 

subdue you. 

• Is no sin, fallen ones condemn, pick yourselves up and move on. 

• Very day an initiation is to come, there will be a test of pride or 

ambition…anger; 5 secret rays. 

 

Vol 28 No. 45 Beloved Goddess of Liberty published Nov 10, 1985, Dictated Aug 10, 

1985. 

• New 24-year plan associated with 33-year spiral summer solstice, 

1985, has to do with causal bodies of MA and yourselves and your 

twin flames.  We are on schedule. 

• Calculate the tests.  Observe the intruder.  Each day note what it 

is that first intrudes upon your tryst with the Lord, with your 

Bridegroom…whether from within or without… 

 

Vol. 29 No. 24 Beloved Sanat Kumara published June 9, 1986, Dictated Jan 26, 1986 

• Purity to consume the disease of the 7 last plagues. 

• The ancient mantle is restored; upon Mother.  Who is Mother? 

• You are in embodiment for one purpose, chakras accelerate 

Purity...by power of Secret Rays. 

• The mantle upon the Mother does drive back these fallen 

ones…they must receive their judgement. 

 

Vol 31 NO. 29 Beloved Maha Chohan published June 19, 1988, Dictated Feb 21, 1988 

• Love’s testing of a planet and a people 
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• Holy Spirit Initiations to a Planet via 4 planets in Capricorn (4 

Horsemen) 

• ..as the planetary water levels rise, as the tides rise…Age of 

Aquarius sets a new standard…a greater Love. 

• Mars the trigger 

• Tester whose signs are Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 

• A cycle of great awakening and enlightenment, by embrace the 

Spirit of the Living God... 

• Many are NOT prepared 

• You may invoke unlimited light at this time as the other planets 

appearing, representative of the Divine Mother…Venus, Jupiter, 

and Sun, even the Moon… 

• Freedom is of the Holy Spirit, let it not catch you off guard, 

freedom is a power and a momentum seek the path of the 5 Secret 

Rays to keep God-Control and know these 5 Secret Ray 

initiations in the earth are the cause of the disturbances in the 

nations and governments and the sudden burdens upon the 

people. 

• If Holy Spirit come not, there be no deliverance.  The same light 

that is become the testing of souls is become the opening…you 

ascend in vibration 

Vol 32 No. 62 Beloved Cyclopea with Virginia, published Dec 17, 1989, Dictated Nov 

26, 1989 

• Placing the Capstone on the Pyramid of the United States of 

America. 

• Convergence of Heaven and Earth…meeting of souls ascended and 

unascended in the Eye of the capstone.  Capstone is where we meet 

ascended hosts…no longer a separation in the Mystical Body of 

God…America is the designated place for this convergence… 

• Hold fast ...sustain Love…magnetizes Wisdom and Power 

• Putting the brake on those camped in the Soviet Union…out of 

hell, the astral plane, but also aliens in their spacecraft, 

intermingling with Soviet society.  They come for one purpose: to 

destroy the USA as the place prepared where heaven and earth 

shall meet.  They have not met their timetable...to prevent placing 

of this capstone on the pyramid of America…any holocaust or war 

that they should stage will not have been in time to prevent this 

manifestation. 

• Let the victory be sustained… 

 

Vol 33 No. 35 Beloved El Morya published Sept 9, 1990, Dictated Aug 7, 1990 

• Plan to reach the light bearers…tear down the walls of hatred 

erected by the fallen ones around TSL 
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• Astrology squares, oppositions, and conjunctions are challenges, 

not obstacles, conflicts, and opposition 

• Sustain the capstone of the pyramid  

• Purpose of all time is preserve and protect this activity...gain God-

Mastery 

• Clear the 7 deadly fears (Napoleon Hill) from your worlds that you 

may precipitate that supply. 

• Alliance with Kuthumi, that psychologist, assist you in transmuting 

the negatives by seeing through them, by blowing them away by 

Love and Mercy 

• Bless your enemies, all from whom you receive negative 

vibrations and matrices.  They present you the test, you would 

pass, the initiation you would get through (that obstacle) you 

one day would overcome; when you no longer carry their 

challenges. 

• They are the initiators who come from the dark side.  Bless 

them for the great strengthening you have received [from God 

as you determine to meet those challenges victoriously] Bless 

them for the lessons you have learned so that you could pass the 

tests of Maitreya and the Cosmic Christ when they did come.  Thus 

God-Gratitude for all who have ever injured you.  In that state of 

mind [trines, sextiles, quintiles] you become invulnerable and 

invincible, it is then that the ANGELS can permanently mend the 

holes in your garments. 

• Let the word live in you and let the work, as its complement be for 

the anchoring and the balance.  Let our chelas speak the word 

because they have assimilated it, as part of their total being. 

 

Vol 33 No. 6 The Messenger, published Fed 11, 1990, Given May 21, 1989 NYC 

• Prophecy for the 1990’s III; The four horsemen: A 2,000-Year 

Ride 

• Based on a vision Feb 22, 1989  

 

 

Vol 34 No. 40 Beloved Helios, published Aug 18, 1991, Dictated July 4, 1991 

• Unto you is the cup of victory 

• Judgment of the power elite 

• Mighty scepter of the Trinity in the hand of the Holy Christ Self 

• The SUN consumes all unlike itself.  You can do anything through 

the Cosmic Christ consciousness of the SUN.  Remember that ye 

are God’s, and He holds you close…the only distance you know is 

time and space conditioned by inharmony. 

• …the dark clouds of the fallen ones that attempt to cover and 

eclipse the SUN of your I AM Presence. 
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• Let not the eclipse of the sun or moon in any way mar the 

blessings of the Sun of your soul and the Sun of your I AM 

Presence!  Defeat that astrology…unto you is the cup of victory.  

Remind yourself daily, I am a son or daughter of Helios and Vesta. 

• …these wings are the wings of the mind…of God Mercury…of 

Venus.  Draw down the SUN into the lowest depths of the physical 

plane…unto the 33 steps... you can by the power of the SUN rout 

those fallen ones bind death and hell, cast them into the lake of fire 

of your own SUN. 

• Fallen ones remain until the people (1st house) decide to reject 

them, for they will no longer worship them, they will no longer 

accept their standards.  It is YOU who have given them haven!  

Divest yourselves of all that consciousness…they will no longer be 

able to abide. The earth is …Saint Germain’s and Portia’s and it is 

their turn with God and Goddess Meru to remake this world into 

the kingdom of heaven and you assisting… 

• Fallen ones remain because it is the kingdom of the fallen 

ones…have set up their underworld and they rise from the 

underworld to move against you. 

• Do not allow it; Helios has placed a mighty scepter in the hand of 

your Christ Self.  Call to your Christ Self to use that scepter in the 

name of the Son of God (SUN) in the name of Jesus Christ, 

Maitreya, Gautama, Sanat Kumara.  Call to him to use that scepter 

• Fallen ones are quaking at 33 levels of hell today, and in the 

White House, Congress, the Supreme Court and in every 

legislature of this nation and the world.  They exist by the 

sponsorship of the Hierarchy of Light and they are on Earth this 

day where ever they are to know in consciousness that that 

sponsorship is withdrawn from them now (7:56 pm MDT).  They 

are cut off.  The dispensation is gone, it is done with. 

Let the decree of the KOFs resound that the judgment is come in 

the physical dimension unto those who have misused the chain of 

Hierarchy, every fallen one whosoever followed after that Arch 

deceiver Lucifer. 


